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Stockpile Stewardship Program: Maintain confidence in the US
nuclear deterrent without further underground nuclear testing
Confidence in stewards and capabilities
grounded by experimental reality

Present
2032
1945
1992
Increasing role of Science & Technology as we move further away from the
Underground Test (UGT) era
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To maintain deterrence into the future, US needs to maintain
preeminence in weapon Science, Technology, & Engineering

Advanced Simulation
Capability

National Ignition
Facility

Advanced radiography
(DARHT )

ST&E deliver validated physics
modeling capabilities in support of
stockpile missions:
• Improve and modernize
assessment and certification of
US stockpile
• Enable future life-extension
options
• Anticipate and respond to
technical surprises and
technology advances
• Recruit, train, and retain worldclass next-generation stewards
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Majority of the yield of our nuclear weapons occurs in the high
energy density state. HED facilities are the only way to access this
regime without nuclear weapons testing

Primary phase
Super-critical assembly
Primary energy production

HE phase
High explosive creates
supercritical assembly

Energy transfer
X-rays transfer energy from
primary to secondary

Nuclear Phase
(UGTs, NIF, Z, Omega)

Secondary phase
Secondary produces energy,
explosion and radiation

Pre-nuclear phase
(UGTs, sub-crits, DARHT, JASPER, etc)

HED is one key area that we have demonstrated scientific and technical superiority
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HED weapon physics efforts are focused on supporting the current
and future stockpile needs and develop the stewards and
capabilities for long-term stockpile sustainment

Capability for Long-term Stockpile Sustainment
Experiments are critical in developing and maintaining the design and innovation culture
for the weapon program in the absence of further underground nuclear testing
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NNSA HED Stockpile Stewardship effort focuses on delivering the
data, stewards, platforms, and diagnostics

Data

Stewards
(5+ years)

Dayne
Fratanduono

Maria
Barrios

Dan
Casey

Ryan
Nora

Alex
Zylstra

Channing
Huntington

Hans
Rinderknecht

Platforms
(5-10 years)
Searchlight

Diffraction

RT Strength

Double Shell
compact
proton
Spectrometers
(MIT)

Diagnostics
(5-10 years)
TARDIS

Multiframe
CMOS

EXAFS

Mach EOS

SLOS

Today I will give you an overview of what’s important and why it’s important.
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NNSA is developing a 5-year HED Plan to deliver for
Stockpile Stewardship
HED Topics

Thermonuclear
Burn

Material &
Plasma
Properties

Due Date

Major Technical Goals

2020

Determine the efficacy of NIF for ignition and credible physics-scaling to multi-megajoule
yields for all ignition approaches

2021

Reduce uncertainties in yield scaling based on the 2020 ICF assessment

2022

Establish modern mission requirements for a high yield capability

2023

Increase energy coupling from the driver to the fusion fuel

2023

Execute thermonuclear burn experiments that inform primary boost

2023

Conduct major program review to assess the investments needed to meet modern
mission requirements

2018

Deliver data to assess material replacement options for W80-4 LEP

2024
2024

Rad Hydro &
Transport
Output and
Survivability

Support national Pu aging and manufacturing assessment effort through cross platform
HED experiments
Resolve discrepancies between opacity experiments and models through cross-platform
measurements

2019

Complete radiation transport campaign relevant to W80-4 LEP

2019

Experimentally constrain complex hydro models used for stockpile assessments

2020

Develop platforms for measuring thermomechanical shock to inform LEP options

2023

Enable SGEMP model validation using new warm x-ray capabilities

2024

Measure the response of weapon components under high-neutron fluence irradiation
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Thermonuclear Burn

Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) is about making a hot, dense plasma
and holding it together long enough to create significant fusion yields

~ 35X
convergence

~2 mm diameter
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ICF approaches

The US Inertial Confinement Fusion program is studying three main
approaches.
Laser Indirect Drive

Laser Direct Drive

Magnetic Direct Drive
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Thermonuclear Burn

Yield

Ignition is the gateway to large laboratory yields that enable
direct access to weapon relevant conditions and fluences
December 5, 2017
MEMORANDUM

FROM:

Njema J. Frazier, Ph.D.
Office of Experimental Sciences
National Nuclear Security Administration

SUBJECT:

Statement on the ICF 2020 Goal

The NNSA Office of Experimental sciences (OES) is committed to achieving a robust burningplasma platform and eventually high yield (>200MJ) in support of the Stockpile Stewardship
Program (SSP). Since the early 1990’s, the availability of a high-yield platform to address
critical SSP issues has been a cornerstone of the Science-Based Stockpile Stewardship strategy.
Today, experiments fielded at the National Ignition Facility, Z Pulsed Power Facility, and
Omega Laser Facility have demonstrated the importance of that goal by expanding our scientific
knowledge of thermonuclear plasmas, improving our predictive simulation capability, and
bringing NNSA closer than ever before to achieving self-sustaining nuclear fusion in the
laboratory through inertial confinement fusion (ICF).
While ICF continues to make demonstrable progress toward achieving ignition in the laboratory,
as evidenced by record-breaking experimental outputs from all three of the ignition R&D
approaches in 2017, the Program must continue to focus, plan, and actively manage the ICF
portfolio to ensure that current or future facilities will be able to deliver an ignition platform for
the SSP. This then, is the driving force behind the ICF 2020 Goal.
The 2020 Goal is designed to ensure that the ignition R&D campaigns are focused on the
program of work needed to both determine the efficacy of reaching ignition on the NIF and
achieve credible physics scaling to multi-megajoule fusion yields for each of the three major ICF
ignition approaches (Laser Indirect Drive, Laser Direct Drive, and Magnetic Direct Drive).
By the end of Fiscal Year 2020, the OES Program will produce a written report that provides the
following:
1) A summary of the experimental, computational, and theoretical body of evidence that
supports physics scaling to multi-megajoule fusion yields, with quantification of
uncertainties for key physics parameters;
2) A projection of the physical capability (energy, power, size, etc.) needed to achieve ignition
for each approach, including a judgement as to whether that ‘ignition scale’ capability a)
currently exists in the Complex, b) could exist with modest enhancements to the Complex, or
c) would require a next-generation facility to support the mission need; and
3) A 5-year roadmap laying out specific milestones to address scaling-relevant physics,
uncertainties, and improved performance for the attainment of multi-megajoule fusion yields
on an ignition platform.
The 2020 Report will be central to the development of out-year Program Plans and reviews
addressing future facility investments, program priorities, and the best low-risk, physics
approach to pursuing laboratory ignition.
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Material & Plasma Properties

Validated materials and plasma data is critical to improve the
predictive capability of system performance
Low Pressures
Low Temperatures

Moderate Pressures

High Pressures
High Temperatures

Providing Data Today
Diamond Anvil

Maturing Experiments

Gas Guns (JASPER)

Ordinary Matter

Z

U1A

Center of giant planets

HEPP

Omega

NIF

Center of stars
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Material Properties

Modeling primary implosion at extreme conditions needs
accurate next-generation material property models
Phase of the material matters
Graphite

Atomic Structure

Diamond

Atomic Structure

Strength of the material matters
H2O With Strength

H2O Without Strength

HED delivers validation data in regimes previously only accessed through theory and
simulations
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Phase Matters

Ramp-compressed solid diffraction at Omega was developed
over a decade leading to todays NIF Hi-Z experiments
Fe diffraction at Janus, 10/02/2008

Diffraction at NIF,
2013-2018
103 shots
including
Classified and
fundamentalscience shots.

Diffraction at Omega, 2008-2018
> 600 shots

Pb
(2014)
X-ray
source
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Strength Matters

Rayleigh-Taylor experiments to determine material
strength started at Omega in 2006
Vanadium RT experiments at 1
Mbar on Omega-60 (2006-2010)

Developing high-energy backlighter
on Omega-EP (2009-2011)

Tantalum RT and Laue strength experiments
at 1 Mbar on Omega-60 (2011-2015)

High-Z RT experiments at 3, 5, 8
Mbars on NIF (2017+)

backlight
er

sample
under
investigation
layered reservoir
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Plasma EOS

A continuing sequence of high pressure EOS platforms
developed at Omega are transferred to NIF
Omega Gbar platform:
since 2011 (Hawreliak)

NIF Gbar platform: since
2013 (Kritcher, Swift, Doeppner)
backlighter

Yielding data in the 50-800
Mbar pressure regime
Diamond Hugoniot
Preliminary,
Swift

laser
drive
Streak camera

time
Omega relative EOS platform
2005 to today (Celliers, Hicks)

VISAR

Led to L2 milestone
in FY16 EOS of LiH

NIF relative EOS platform
2013 (Fratanduono)

Yielding data in the 20-150
Mbar pressure regime

Preliminary,
Lazicki,
Gregor
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Opacity

Recent Fe opacity experiments at Z show discrepancies
between measurement and theory
• Opacity experiments on Fe at 156 eV show
reasonably good agreement with theory.
(Anchor 1)

195 eV

• Experiments on Fe disagree at 182
(Anchor 2) - 195 eV.

182 eV

• There are systematic deviations from
theory in both the overall level of the
opacities and in the detailed shapes of the
lines.
A higher-than-predicted measurement of iron
opacity at solar interior temperatures

170 eV

164 eV

J.E. Bailey, T. Nagayama, G.P. Loisel, G.A. Rochau, C. Blancard,
J. Colgan, Ph. Cosse, G. Faussurier, C.J. Fontes, F. Gilleron, I.
Golovkin, S.B. Hansen, C.A. Iglesias, D.P. Kilcrease, J.J.
MacFarlane, R.C. Mancini, S.N. Nahar, C. Orban, J.-C. Pain,
A.K. Pradhan, M. Sherrill, and B.G. Wilson

A national strategy has been developed to replicate the iron opacity experiments
on NIF and deliver cross-platform validation of opacity data at ”anchor” conditions
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Radiation Transport

We are conducting a wide range of HED experiments to
study radiation transport and radiative properties
Calorimetry

Radiography

Omega
2000

Polar
DIM

Z

NIF

Drive, burn-thru
Drive – calorimetry

2005

Backlighter
1st Calorimetry
1st Radiography
Streak emission
Calorimetry
Radiography
Calorimetry
Burn-thru
Calorimetry

Drive

Qualify NIF
materials
Drive
Drive

2010

2011

Radiography
Calorimetry
Radiography

Searchlight: Steve MacLaren, PI

HED delivers data in complex configurations to validate radiation transport models
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Hydrodynamics

Planar Hydro

The re-shock campaign gave us a controlled platform to obtain
quantitative data for comparison with models and simulations
Main drive

Reshock
drive

NIF’s large energy enables large features to be
driven and radiographed enabling detailed
comparisons with simulation

Simulation

Experiment
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Nuclear Diagnostics for Mix

The HED 2-Shock Campaign uses the CD MixCap1 technique to
measure sensitivities to ablator-fuel mix
1.E+13

CH
175 µm
1% Si-doped

[1/MeV]

1.E+12

D+D
D+T

DT

DD

1.E+11

TT

1.E+10

1.E+09

3.2 µm
CD layer

T+T

675 µm

D mix
with T

Warm
unmixed
CD
Hot spot

Across experiments, the DT/TT ratio is an excellent
indicator of the relative amount of atomic mixing

DSn

1.E+08
0

4

8

12

Neutron Energy [MeV]

D+T → n (14.1 Mev) + 4He
T+T → 2n ( 0-9.4 MeV) + 4He
D+D → n (2.5 MeV) + 3He

1V.A.

Smalyuk et al., PRL 122, 025002 (2014)
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Output & Survivability

We are conducting a range of vulnerability and hardening
experiments to assess survivability under hostile environments
Weapons systems must survive a range of hostile environments
NIF
sources

Radiation effects on
materials and electronics

X-ray effects
on seeker systems

NIF provides x-ray & neutron
environments

NIF x-ray
source

Ensures the performance
of space assets

National Security Applications
X-ray source
Test
objects

The System Generated Electromagnetic Pulse (SGEMP) experiments
study the physics of x-ray interactions in user-provided test objects
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People Matters

Attracting and training the next-generation stewards and developing
new capabilities are critical for long-term stockpile sustainment
Confidence in stewards and
capabilities grounded by
experimental reality

Recruit, train, retain the
next-gen stewards

1945

1992

Present

2032

In the absence of further UGTs, HED and other experimental platforms are essential in
recruiting, training, and retaining the next-generation stockpile stewards
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Summary

HED weapon physics efforts are focused on supporting the current
and future stockpile needs and develop the stewards and
capabilities for long-term stockpile sustainment

Capability for Long-term Stockpile Sustainment

Recruit, train, retain the
next-gen stewards

Experiments are critical in developing and maintaining the design and innovation culture
for the weapon program in the absence of further underground nuclear testing
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